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ABSTRACT
In wireless sensor networks it's becoming a lot of and a lot of necessary for sensor nodes to maintain
namelessness whereas act data as a result of security reasons. Anonymous communication among sensor nodes
is very important, as a result of sensor nodes wish to conceal their identities either being a base station or being
a supply node. Anonymous communication in wireless sensor networks includes various necessary aspects, as
an example base station namelessness, communication association namelessness, and supply node anonymity.
From the literature, we will observe that existing namelessness schemes for wireless sensor networks either
cannot notice the complete anonymities, or they're full of various overheads like huge memory usage, complex
computation, and long communications. This paper is presenting AN economical secure anonymity
communication protocol (SACP) for wireless sensor networks that may notice complete anonymities providing
minimal overheads with relevance storage, computation and communication prices. The given secure
namelessness communication protocol is compared with varied existing namelessness protocols, and the
performance analysis shows that our protocol accomplishes all 3 anonymities: sender node anonymity, base
station anonymity, and communication association anonymity while using very little memory, low
communication price, and small computation costs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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communication between a sensor and the base station.
Anonymity in sensor networks means preventing a

Anonym zing sensor nodes can confuse adversaries

third party other than the message sender and the

about which sensor is the real sender of a message. To

base station knowing the identity of the two primary

protect the real ID of each sensor, pseudonyms can be

parties in a communication. It includes sender

used for sensor nodes instead of real IDs; however,

anonymity, receiver anonymity, and unlinkability

using fixed pseudonyms cannot prevent leaking

between the sender and receiver. Thus, an adversary

identity information of sensor nodes because a long

cannot determine the sender and receiver’s identities

term passive eavesdropper can deduce the topology of

through reading a message intercepted from the

the network through traffic analysis. Misra et al.

network or through reading messages forwarded by a
sensor node it has compromised, and the adversary

proposed two anonymous schemes for clustered
wireless sensor networks. They proposed to use a pool

also cannot determine whether two communication

of pseudonyms for a sensor node to select randomly

segments (i.e., message transmissions between two

from them when it is sending messages, and also
proposed a Cryptographic Anonymity Scheme (CAS)
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in which the pseudonym of a sensor node is generated
from keyed hash functions. The two schemes can both
provide anonymity under the assumption. That the
secret keys shared by sensor nodes and the base
station cannot be compromised. However, since many
sensor

networks

are

deployed

in

malicious

environments, we need to consider the consequences
of key compromise and how to protect the anonymity
of sensor nodes even when their secret keys are
compromised. In this paper, we propose two methods
based on one-way keyed hash chains: Hashing based
ID Randomization (HIR) and Reverse Hashing ID
Randomization (RHIR). They can provide more
anonymity to a sensor node even when its shared
secret keys are compromised
Table I: Notations in Use
Proposed system:-

The invader nodes when work together in the given

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONING

network, they could launch passive attack over the
network by collectively invading upon the data

In the given sensor network there are hundreds of low

communication among authentic sensor nodes. The

end wireless sensor nodes those are uniformly and

invader could also launch an active attack by

randomly distributed over a given area of interest.

physically capturing the authentic senor nodes and

There is one base station and it gathers sensed data

write or modify their code to execute Denial of

from the sensor nodes. The invader nodes have higher

Service (DoS) or replay and forging attacks. The

competencies than sensor nodes in the given network.

compromised nodes could be anywhere in the given

The

overhearing

network. Although, there cannot be too many

capabilities and they can also compromise some sensor

compromised nodes, since there are various schemes

nodes of the given network and can initiate active

to detect such attacks and the given network can take

attacks. Explicitly, the invader nodes have ample

defensive measures to resolve such situation. Table I

energy supply, higher computation ability, and more
memory. Having such capabilities, the invader nodes

represent some of the notations used for secure

invader

nodes

have

global

anonymity communication protocol.

could compute arrival angle and could measure the
signal strength of the data packets to find the location

The invader nodes when work together in the given

of source sensor node.

network, they could launch passive attack over the
network by collectively invading upon the data
communication among authentic sensor nodes. The
invader could also launch an active attack by
physically capturing the authentic senor nodes and
write or modify their code to execute Denial of
Service (DoS) or replay and forging attacks. The
compromised nodes could be anywhere in the given
network. Although, there cannot be too many
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compromised nodes, since there are various schemes
to detect such attacks and the given network can take
defensive measures to resolve such situation. Table I
represent some of the notations used for secure
anonymity communication protocol.the route to the
base station. The sensor nodes now compute two
anonymous IDs, one universal anonymous ID, UAID,i
and another broadcast anonymous ID, BAID,i. The
universal anonymous ID and broadcast anonymous ID

If some global invader, who is in the neighborhood of

are computed as given in (1) and (2) respectively using

node i and j, observers this data transmission as given
in (5), then this invader cannot find who the sender

XOR operation.

node is or who the receiver node is! Since data
communication Di�j in (5) is not carrying any
information about the node identity and if j happens
Now node i shares data with its one hop neighbors j

to be the base station, then base station decrypts the

those are on the route to base station <FFFF, hop=1,

Di�j with Keyi�j to find the UAID,i. If the receiver

IDi, Keyi,BS, Keyi,N, Hopi,BS>, where FFFF signifies

node is a node other than base station.

broadcast message, hop=1 means message is for one

then periodic random delay for each forwarded

hop neighbors, Hopi,BS is for the minimum number
of hops between sensor node I and the base station.

message is added so that eavesdropper cannot

Node j replies back to node i, node i then calculates

destination node. So now base station is the only node

pair-wise key Keyi↔ j from node i to node j as given

that knows the source node with anonymity ID,

in (3).

UAID,i. The base station even knows the key to
extract the data, data. The base station also updates
node i's universal anonymity ID, UAID,i to its new ID

Now node i create another anonymous ID, H1AID,i↔

j, one hop anonymous identity shared between node i
and node j. It is computed as follows:

calculate the timing to find the source node and the

in its neighbor tables for future communications from
node i.
Conclusion
This paper presents a secure obscurity communication

ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS:-

protocol (SACP) for wireless detector networks that

The following procedure is followed to maintain
complete anonymity during data communication:

may notice complete anonymities. Anonymous
communication among detector nodes is important, as

Once the network is initialized and a sensor node
have some data to be communicated to the base

a result of detector nodes wish to hide their identities

station, that is multi-hops away, the source node uses

Anonymous communication in wireless detector

its

universal

anonymity

ID,

UAID,i,

either being a base station or being a source node.

for

networks includes various vital aspects. Various

communicating this data and modifies its universal

existing obscurity protocols don't show complete

anonymity ID after each data forwarding. Therefore,

anonymities and a few protocols suffer from

the source node, i, has to choose the next hop
neighbor, j, to forward the data, data, to the base

overheads like huge storage, complex computation,
and long communications. The given, SACP obscurity

station in the following format:
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